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Custodial Violence in India: An Analytical Study 
 

Amrita Ajmera1 

 

Brutality frequently makes the news, exposing officers to harsh public condemnation. 

Regrettably, complaints of police horrific violence have been received from all 

throughout the country The police forces in our country give the idea that are teeming 

with bloodthirsty maniacs who revel in the sight of shattered skulls as well as disabled 

eyes This impression is untrue. The vast majority of people Police officers and guys have 

a specific level of dedication. The desire that allows them to cope with the stress and 

pressure of life their challenging task and furthermore, some people do engage in this 

behaviour torture and heinous acts. Spite of extensive strict regulations including 

thorough instructions in county police guides forbidding misuse of power, numerous 

police officers develop the impression that they may carry aside doing this and it will be 

impossible to prove such a claim. It also believes that his bosses and subordinates will 

rally around him and attempt to cover up his wrong doings as a result, incarcerated 

deaths generate greater energy that illumination. The National Police Commission 

(1977) looked into reports of police abuse and mass killings in nine states and discovered 

that the police were to blame. In Eleven of the Seventeen administrative probes, they were 

blamed, and in 37 of the & two other agencies investigated 23 from out 432 

administrative inquiries. According to the National Police Commission, in all incidents of 

There should not be two necessary legal court inquiries for deaths in custody. An attempt 

has been made in this research paper to look at the topic from several perspectives. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Custodial assault relates any acts of violence committed while in the custody of the police or 

even the courts. Rape and torture are some further forms of incarceration violence, in addition 

to deaths. Custody assault isn't really a new occurrence. Sections 330, 331, and 348 of the 

Indian Penal Code; Sections 25 and 26 of the Indian Evidence Act; Section 76 of the 

Criminal Procedure Code; and Section 29 of the Police Act, 1861 were designed to prevent 

police officers from using interrogation to elicit responses and other information. It is vital to 

stress that, despite these legal restrictions, there is still coercive violence. It's worth noting 

that, under the NHRC's December 1993 standards, each case of incarcerated homicide, rapes 

must be notified to the Commission by state governments within 24hrs of occurrence. A 

 
1 Author is the Secretary, WKBSM, NMIMS, 2021. 
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posthumous outline, creating video detail on the after-death assessment, examination card, 

and an authoritative investigation into passing’s caused by disease or old age must be 

accompanied with documentation on custodial deaths. Medical malpractice, inter-prison 

violence, and suicide account for the other 20% of deaths.2 Torture, disease, suicide, and 

accidents are the leading causes of mortality in police custody. Struggles to keep up deficits 

in essential services such as medical facilities, food quality, and others, all of which have a 

negative impact on the inmates. Regarding that seriousness of the issue, this could claim that 

stronger custodial management is urgently required. In this regard, the role of police officers 

is critical. Employees must undergo training on human rights and jail administration. In jails, 

there should be enough medical and female employees. The National Human Rights 

Commission believes that state-level Human Rights Cells must take another more prominent 

part in enhancing prison conditions, particularly the provision of care and health services. 

State governments should address this issue as soon as possible. "That incidence of 

incarcerated deaths in the biggest global nation has raised voters' eyebrows and undermined 

their faith in democracy."3 The international push for Human Rights compliance is 

increasing. 

II. MAPPING THE HISTORY OF CUSTODIAL VIOLENCE 

Torment, killing, and other forms of abuse in police custody as well as jail really aren't new 

occurrences. That's been around for a long time. It had been done on inmates, thieves, and 

evildoers by police agencies. Indeed, though it may seem different old history, there are such 

rulers like 'Nanad' Mahapadam in the Mauryan time they detained the whole group of 

'Chandra Gupta Maurya' and just gave sufficient nourishment for one individual to make due. 

Starting with the Arthsastra, Kautilya discusses different forms of torture, including limb 

burning, meal of horrific forest beast, tread to demise by elephants and oxen, severing of 

appendage and damage, and so on. The Shariat, as well as Islamic law, were extended for 

offences throughout the Mohammedan time; a robber's hands were cut off; lifetime in living; 

said to be primary premise of Muslim criminal law, still being followed in Islamic countries. 

In addition, the British Raj was known for utilising cruelty detention. People get 

apprehended, assaulted, and tortured in order to coerce people into confessing to act they had 

not committed. 

A significant remark popped here should be referenced is culprits of monstrosities & corrupt 
 

2 Arun Shourie 1980 quoted in K.G.Kamnabiram "Creeping Decay in Institutions of Democracy." The 

Economic and Political Weekly, August-1992. 
3  P. RamanathaAiyer highlighted in The Encyclopaedic Law Dictionary with Legal Maxim (1992) : Wadhwa 

and Co.Nagpur, India. 
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demonstrations were the worker of the unfamiliar authority. While comparing police system 

has likewise which was transcendent during British structure. originated by them in the year 

1861 in a general sense to engage their association to have accessible to them a power at an 

unassuming cost to help them with overseeing the country by covering foe of regulative 

powers and coordinated by such an objective the police transformed into the picture of 

boondocks concealment and were for clear clarification couldn't remain by the larger part. 

The "Jail Act", which was passed in 1894, has additionally stayed unaltered.4 The Act 

provides huge ability to imprison authorities to rebuff detainees assuming they disrupt prison 

norm.  

III. REASONS OF CUSTODIAL DEATHS 

Disregarding the way that each fragment of the general public has a concerned outlook on 

custodial viciousness, throughout the long term remain persistent. It is by all accounts on 

ascent consistently, the way that pace of proficiency has expanded and individuals have 

flatter aware of about vis privileges and moral imperative. The fundamental aim appertaining 

to law enforcement chassis specially displays escorted by discrete in care is officers of the 

law. the-thing are bound to, at a later date, be overriding to figure out sicknesses, that oversee 

previously mentioned organization be bequeathed maltreatment as concerns people that one 

be surrounded by its authority. To a limited extent, an endeavour is made to find out with 

respect to what lies at the foundation of the issue of custodial savagery. For this it is crucial 

for concentrate on the circumstances under which police works and to figure out their method 

of activity in managing the charged people.5 The essential foundations for Custodial brutality 

can be assembled in the accompanying classes: - 

Officer Subculture: The humanistic side of a similar coin is the police subculture. Just what 

boils down as per the regulation that a cop reacts to a situation as a result that is particularly 

important to understand as a police officer, and hence distinct and recognised versus how 

others might react to a comparable position. In this present circumstance a police officer finds 

aid with others in his neighbourhood with whom he is familiar, eliciting group fortitude, 

which provides a sense of safety against the perils of his profession, as well as a reason for a 

mechanism of confidence and some friendly connection despite his work's erratic hours.  

Absence of Proper Guidelines: Absence of legitimate preparation to the Police authorities, 

frequently bring about utilization of third-degree strategies. The completely lack of 

 
4  Dr. S. Subramaniam , Human Rights International Challenges (2004), Manas Publications, Delhi (India) 
5 "Custodial Crimes - Ways and Means to Meet the Malady Government of India, 1993. 
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preparation stated to constables, the overall shortfall of any regard for the need for keeping 

temper, being thoughtful and knowledge to the all population, staying away from severity or 

superfluous cruelty, are the variables that which prompts brutality. In any case, tragically, till 

date no sufficient preparation with the goal referenced, has yet been assigned to police. Police 

ought to be given legitimate preparation which ought to incorporate a different process to 

share them information about the basic liberties and that they are here to safeguard the 

common freedoms and not to encroach them.  

Pressure on Authorities: The police in India needs to play out a troublesome and fragile 

errand considering the disintegrating the rule of law circumstance, riots, political disturbance, 

understudy distress, psychological militant exercises, expanding occurrence of pay off, 

debasement, tax avoidance, infringement of financial regulations, pirating and tax evasion. 

Coordinated groups of hoodlums are areas of strength for acquiring in the general public. 

They utilize super present-day weaponry, explosives and numerous different gadgets of 

carrying out violations without leaving any proof of their wrongdoing numerous a period. 

Essentially, managing radical and fear-based oppressor bunches is likewise totally not the 

same as managing common hoodlums. Today’s police winds up debilitated not in its 

mathematical strength but rather its lacking infrastructural offices like present day weaponry 

and gear, transport and correspondence organization and, all the more critically, need-based 

preparing which is of fundamental significance to make it more proficient and successful 

instrument of policing. A vital justification as proceeding with strict conduct by the officers is 

pressure. The wellsprings of strain are a few, yet essentially, they connect with execution or 

result past the tight limits of police job, disregarding requirements on sufficient job 

execution. Cops need to manage wrongdoing and problem not on pieces of paper but rather in 

the crude, straightforwardly. This produces part of tension, both from individuals and the 

public authority. Notwithstanding the limitations of the framework are the imperatives 

emerging out of its genuine effort. The outcome of Police action, they lead to weakening of 

proof and in this manner diminishes the opportunity of conviction in an official courtroom. 

Clinical and legitimate reports are frequently gotten extremely late. TIP's (Test Identification 

Parade) are frequently deferred extensively, before which the denounced are rescued, hence 

nullifying the point of holding such a procession. In our accusatorial framework, an 

individual is assumed blameless except if his culpability is seen in previous sensible queries 

and consequently, the amount of evidence required to obtain a sentence on a piece of 

indictment is extremely high. As a result, in a preliminary, the chances of convicting are 

roughly one in four.  
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Ravenousness for the sake of money: It's the most scathing argument for incarceration, and 

something that is, by all reports, on the rise. Various police officers utilise ruthlessness to 

remove cash from suspects and blameless persons just at departmental levels. The courts give 

gigantic significance to the FIR and what sort of FIR is really composed relies upon the cop 

working. Researching a dacoity case, he can constantly take steps to embroil a legit man, 

even beat him up or essentially keep him hanging about the police headquarters until he gives 

him cash. Today's police equipment includes a means for generating revenue for officials and 

priests. Each police station has a cost, assuming that any police officer who is willing to pay 

that amount is given a position in that particular location. 

IV. LAWS GOVERNING THE ISSUE OF CUSTODIAL DEATH 

As per Increasing reasons of custodial deaths it was prominent to highlight laws on custodial 

death in this research. Starting with Constitution and the laws of India are permeated with 

standing worry for common liberties and key opportunity overall and the freedoms of the 

blamed and, surprisingly, the convict specifically. Poise of people and the prosperity of all 

humanity have consistently been a vital part of the social milieu of our old Indian civilisation. 

Awful, savage and cruel disciplines were completely outsider to our way of life. Perceiving 

that common freedoms is significant culture can't be forced; it needs to develop and create 

from the social underlying foundations of the dirt. However, it is no place explicitly 

accommodated either in our rules or the Constitution6, the accompanying standards have for a 

century been viewed as key to our criminal law: - 

1. The charged will be dared to be blameless till his culpability is demonstrated in a 

courtroom.  

2. The burden of evidence is on the arraignment to demonstrate the responsibility in simple 

language prosecution of the charged and not on the blamed to effectively defend himself. 

3, The indictment must prove its case "past all sensible question". 

4. If there is any doubt regarding indictment case, the advantage of uncertainty should go to 

the denounced and he should be absolved. 

5. While the onus of demonstrating any broad or unique special case in support of himself is 

on the blamed, he needs to fulfil the trial of preponderance of probabilities just and not the 

thorough trial of verification without question. 

6. It would be considered if criminals slip through the cracks, yet all the same but the honest 

 
6 "Court’s direction to check custodial violence: The Hindu, 8th July, 1992. 
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individual endure should not suffer. 

In the context of Constitution, The Magna Carta, The Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, 1948, was based on the Petition of Rights, the Bill of Rights, and the Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights. the Shaft Stars which have sanctioned the course of drafting of 

the Indian Constitution and different regulations. Our Constitution gives some significant 

basic privileges like right to rise to assurance of regulations (Art.14), right to life and 

individual freedom (Art.21), and right against tribute impulse (Art.20 (3)) not just on the 

Indian residents yet additionally on outsiders. With a sympathetic and liberal viewpoint,7 the 

Supreme Court brought numerous other huge privileges under the sub-rule of the above 

principal privileges. In Maneka Gandhi case,8 (Supreme Court held that Article 21 requires 

the 'Law' as well as the procedure set somewhere around the law ought to be "fair, just and 

sensible.') In different land-mark decisions the Supreme Court furthermore, the different High 

Courts have held against single confinement9, fastening the blamed, barbaric treatment and 

torment curse of capital punishment besides in most extraordinary of the uncommon cases, 

unreasonable postpone in the execution of capital punishment, domiciliary visits and attack of 

protection and by and large 'pachydermia' jail equity. 

Previously under IPC, Cr.P.C, and Evidence Act came into force, the prior Demonstration of 

1861 contained arrangements that banished admissions made to cops in police guardianship. 

(SS 148, 149 and 150). Section.330 furthermore, Section 331 of the Indian Penal Code, 1860 

make it a culpable offense in the event that hurt or heinous hurt is caused for coercing, bury 

alia, "any admission or any data which might prompt the discovery of an offense or 

wrongdoing." Illustrations (a) and (b) to S.330 (Act) allude to 'torment' by cops for coercing 

admissions and obviously manifest the extraordinary worry of the assembly about the 

techniques utilized by the police. Also, Section.25 and Section. 26 of the Evidence Act of 

1872 bar verification of admissions made to cops or in police care regardless of regardless of 

whether they were deliberate. Such admissions are attempted to be forced, as a matter of fact, 

James Fitzjames Stephen who was the artist of the Evidence Act expressed that the-

foundation of these segments was the failure and third degree techniques for the Indian 

Police. S.162 of the criminal methodology code"(wef 1898 as revised in 1973) goes above 

and beyond and creates certain exceptions. Remarking on the above arrangements, it was 

seen in is. In the landmark case Queen Empresses V. Babulal10  the administrative had in 

 
7 Kharak Singh V, State of U.P. AIR 1963 SC 1295; But s 
8Maneka Gandhi V. Union of India, AIR 1978 S.C. 597   
9 Sunil Batra case (No.2) AIR 198 S.C. 1579 
10 (1884) ILR 6 Ali, 509 
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view the malpratices of cops in coercing admissions from denounced people to acquire credit 

by getting convictions, and those misbehaviours went to the length of positive torment Rather 

than stirring up to the admission, they work down from it." 

This authoritative slur on cop's personality is particular to India and isn't found either in U.K. 

or on the other hand in U.S.A., Dealing with the contention that "the police in India ought to 

be comparatively treated", the Regulation Commission of India saw that the people who best 

in class the contention "appeared to overlook the conditions which have made the Indian 

police officer what he is. It should be yielded that in India, the Police force overall is not even 

today, viewed as a companion of residents," However, the Law Commission called attention 

to that these arrangements of the Evidence Act  stating that the reasons which have prompted 

the setting down of the guidelines referenced above are similarly legitimate today", the 

Commission said that it "couldn't acknowledge the idea” that all admissions made to cops 

ought to be made permissible. It is pertinent to mark that commission suggestion was not 

considered by the Parliament. 

Such instances of custodial passings might not have been seen the light of the day and may-

have gone-unreported and. unpunished. The meagre few. yet, developing number of cases in: 

which the blundering police officials have been brought to book display the utter callousness. 

Of the 'pachydermic' police framework in India. Case of State of Andhra Pradesh V. 

Venugopal and others.11 "the High Court reversed the request of acquittal.of three police 

officials who enjoyed torture, on the accused .in police custody also, condemned them to 5 

years rigorous imprisonment, The court noticed: "A serious view can't yet be taken. of such a 

boorish technique for managing people associated with a wrongdoing as was 'serious by these 

respondents for this situation. It is important that obstacle sentence ought to be caused for 

such an, offense when laid out." In the State of Uttar Pradesh, V. Ram Brij Lal,12 who was 

accused of trespassing, was beaten to death by the police for refusing to comply with their 

bribe demands and for reporting the bribe demand to the Commissioner of Police. The 

Decision Overturned the High Court's acquittal and reinstated the Sessions Judge's conviction 

under S.304 of the IPC. The accused should have been convicted under S.302 (murder) rather 

than S.304 (culpable homicide not amounting to murder), according to the Supreme Court. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Custodial brutality and custodial passing is definitely not another peculiarity. It is winning in 

 
11 AIR 1989 A.P, 235 
12 AIR 1989 A.P, 235 
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our general public from the ages. Notwithstanding a few drives as of late, torment and 

maltreatment continues to be rampant throughout India, depriving millions of people from 

receiving human dignity. Custodial suffering has grown so common in recent years that it has 

been misunderstood by the police, organisations, and even citizens as a routine police 

procedure of cross questioning. As a result, the general public's reaction to learning of such 

ludicrous direct causes only a flicker of shock. When a person dies in custody, there is a 

massive exclamation that either takes away with time or is at least calmed down by the 

formation of an inquiring committee. Every country's law authorises the use of force by the 

police under specific circumstances. This authority is as a matter of fact, essential to its job 

and can't be addressed. It is a piece of police officer's lawful command. We really do 

acknowledge that police works under such a great deal pressure, as well as other disturbing 

pressures, like as job, are also present, but the police have no right to cause ferocity for a 

crucial citizen under its supervision by disregarding the'standards of regulation.' In a country 

where people vote, such as India.  because the power to govern is renewed with them. The 

police are essentially the experts of the government, who are  solely answerable to citizens. 

Those policemen must safeguard the general population against assailants, armed burglars, 

persistent lawbreakers, and psychological militants, and create safe country. As a result, there 

is concern about a gang of dacoits, catches of blamed who aggressively resists seizures, and 

so on. Is the situation such that a proportion of police response is required. 

***** 


